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Category:Malayalam films scored by Vidyasagar Category:Malayalam film scores by G. Devarajan Category:Indian film score
composers Category:Indian documentary films Category:2009 films Category:2004 Indian films Category:2000s Hindi-language
films Category:2000s documentary films Category:Films directed by Anthony Das Category:American films Category:Hindi-
language filmsNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Despite the success of the movie, the music of teen idol John and Yoko are still being
enjoyed by fans 30 years after the album that created a hit record from John Lennon — “(I’m) On My Way.” Facts: John
Lennon and Yoko Ono’s first album together, “Give Peace a Chance,” was released in 1969. By the time the movie was released
in 2008, however, the number of hits from that album had declined. The single from the Beatles’ “Rubber Soul” — “Nowhere
Man,” the original version of which came out first, in 1962 — entered the charts in 1962. That song peaked at No. 13 on the
Billboard Hot 100 chart. “(I’m) On My Way,” however, released in 1969, peaked at No. 10 and has since been the highest-
charting single from that album. “It’s a great song,” said Jim Wellman, one of three authors of “The Biggest Hit in Rock’n’Roll.”
“It’s very much like a post-Beatles pop song.” Wellman and fellow co-authors Pete Prown and Greg Adams said they started
searching through the archives to see if they could find the original recording of the song. They found it and used their
friendship with Billboard editor-in-chief Robert Santelli to feature the song in a tribute to the 50th anniversary of the Beatles’
“White Album” in 2007. The song was also featured in a new documentary by New Zealand filmmaker Justin Edwards. It was
released Nov. 8, 2008. Facts: “(I’m) On My Way” was the only Beatles’ song to feature a lead vocal by John Lennon. “(I’
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